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make a
POSITIVE

Positive parenting expert Rebecca Eanes tells Hannah Hiles why
moving away from traditional discipline car;change 'Your life
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With more than 1,000,000 people following her Facebook
page, Rebecca Eanes is encouraging families around the
world t~ practise a more connected and intuitive parenting
style. Her latest release, The Positive Parenting Workbook,
builds on the foundation of Positive Parentinq: An Essential
Guide and provides practical steps and insightful exercises
to help readers build happier family relationships. > >
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How did you come to write
Positive Parenting and its
associated workbook?
When my children were
very young, I discovered that
traditional discipline methods
did not work for us. Time-outs
and behaviour charts led to
worsening behaviour and lots
of tears from both my son and
myself The connectedness I'd
always felt with my oldest son
(aged three at the time) began to
suffer. I knew Iwanted to find my
way back into his heart and also
to avoid falling into the same
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that made us who we are -
determine how we think, feel,
and behave. Sometimes, the
thoughts and behaviours that
come out of that aren't serving
us well, and we must mindfully
change them. I've found that,
many times when my kid's
behaviour was off course,
mine was as well. They learn
how to respond by watching
us respond. They learn how to
behave by watching us behave.
Ifwe hope to help our children
rise to their fullest potential,
we must first rise to our own.

"We can begin the process of real
change rather than staying stuck in old
patterns that are limiting us or causing
our families to suffer. I know of no
better starting point than amirror"
pitfall with my one-year-old. So, I
began doing a lot of research and
started to look at behaviour in a
whole new way.When I stopped
being the "behaviour patrol" and
began paying attention to his
experience, empathising with
him, and teaching rather than
punishing, we reconnected and
his behaviour improved greatly.
Over the years, I realised

that how I handled my kids'
behaviour was such a tiny part
of the whole picture. Our family
values and traditions, the way we
communicate in our home, my
relationship with my spouse, our
home environment, their school
environment, and so much more
affects them every single day. I
wrote Positive Parenting and The
Positive ParentingWorkbook
so that readers could delve
into the whole experience of
parenthood and create positive
change in every area that has
an impact on their children,
not to mention their own joy!

You encourage parents to
"look within first" - why
is this so important?
Our stories - the past experiences
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By looking within and
determining what shaped our
values and beliefs, why we are
triggered by certain behaviours
or emotions, and what we
hope to achieve, we can begin
the process of real change
rather than staying stuck in
old patterns that are limiting
us or causing our families
to suffer. I know of no better
starting point than a mirror.

What one change would
have the most impact
when starting to adopt a
more positive approach?
The biggest and most powerful
change is to start seeing
behaviour as a signal or a call
for help and to look behind
the behaviour at the little
human who needs you. This
causes a complete paradigm
shift and allows you to respond
intentionally rather than
reacting with a pre-designated
punishment. Look at what
might be driving the child's
actions. When you approach a
child with empathy, curiosity,
and a willingness to help,
I think you'll be amazed at
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the change in behaviour
and at the improvement
in your relationship.

How would you encourage
a partner or family
members to get on board
if they favour punishments
such as time-cuts over
natural consequences?
I think knowledge is power,
so learning a bit about child
development, attachment,
and how the brain grows and
changes throughout childhood
is a game-changer. I like to
direct parents to Dr. Gordon
Neufeld and Dr. Daniel Siegel
for this. However, I know
some parents aren't going to
dive into research, especially
if they're not convinced that
a change in approach is even
necessary, so I ask "what do
you have to lose by trying
something different?" If you
don't see positive change,
you can always go back to
time-outs. Put the principles
in my book into action for
one month and see the
difference for yourself.

You surveyed more than
9,000 parents to discover
their biggest parenting
challenges. The top five issues
were aggression, whining,
not listening, tantrums
and backchat. Is there a
common thread between
these behaviours and how
parents should handle them?
Sure, I believe the common
thread is that we are dealing
with an immature brain.
These are all perfectly normal,
developmentallyappropriate
behaviours. Do they need
to be addressed? Certainly.
But let's begin with the
understanding that these are
not "naughty" behaviours nor
are the children who display
them "bad" kids. One reason I
encourage parents to learn a bit
about brain development is so
they will understand that the
brain takes more than 20 years
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to fully develop, and the part
of the brain responsible for
impulse control and rational
thinking is very immature in
young kids. They don't have
the cognitive resources to
"pause and think" before they
push over their little sister or
lie on the floor kicking and
screaming. Even older kids still
have a lot of maturing to do.
How do you handle

them? With love, gentleness,
understanding, boundaries,
and guidance. Children will
grow and mature. That's their
job. We just need to provide
good conditions in which to
grow and do as little harm as
possible. Keep the relationship
strong, set a good example,
and believe the best in them.

More than 1million people
have liked your Facebook
page. Do you think this
approach to parenting is
now mainstream or still
somewhat unusual?
I'm sure it's more popular in
some places, and less in others.
It's still unusual in my corner
of the world, but I believe
the movement is growing
bigger every day. We still have
to work at debunking the
myth that positive parenting
is somehow permissive or
indulgent parenting. I really
believe this is the key to a
more peaceful, happy world.
It starts with us, right now.

MORE INSPIRATION
LEARN: Rebecca's latest
book, The Positive Parentinq
Workbook: An Interactive Guide
for Strengthening Emotional
Connection, was published by
TarcherPerigee in March.
READ: The workbook can
stand alone, but for more
depth start with Positive
Parentinq: An Essential Guide.
JOIN: Like her Facebook page
Positive Parenting: Toddlers
and Beyond for regular posts
and bite-sized encouragement.
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